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DAVID VERSUS GOLIATH

LOCAL, DECENTRALIZED, OWNER-MANAGED INDEPENDENT HOTELS
VERSUS
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL, CENTRALLY-MANAGED HOTEL CHAINS
Mirka Czybik made a self-fulfilling prophecy in her
Hotel School Thesis, entitled
Are Large Hotel Chains Able to Survive within the Alpine
Hotel Market in the Intermediate and Long Term ?

This thesis outlined the overriding and predominant
importance of customer-orientated service excellence
within the Alpine Hotel Industry.
It discussed the inherent disadvantages of large
hotel chains, with their large parent companies and
concomitant centralization, to supply such service as
a result of their inevitable administrative bureaucracy
imposed by centralized management.
It illustrated the inherent advantages of independentlymanaged local hotels with the concomitant freedom
and flexibility afforded to their General Managers.
Extracts follow from this thesis, discussing the
strategic competitive advantages enjoyed by localized
management vis-à-vis the centralized organizational
structures imposed by Head Offices of hotel chains.
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Currently, worldwide, international hotel chains are
subject to rigorous standards but strategies are often
formulated in countless meetings by large numbers of
anonymous managers and need to be approved by
the leaders of every country, region or continent. The
international hotel chains seem to be interchangeable,
regardless of location. Consequently, an individual,
independent marketing strategy is practically impossible
in today’s environment. While this business strategy
can be implemented successfully by international hotel
chains within both business and city hotels respectively,
this model of remotely-controlled hotels with autocratic
centralized management has and is leading to severe
depression and suffering within their Alpine hotel branches;
where many have been consequently shipwrecked by
the detailed, customer-service-orientated management
style of independent hotels/ boutique hotels operating
within the Alpine hotel market. The mountain hotel guest
brings and embraces completely-different desires and
expectations, perceived needs and demands from the
traditional corporate/social hotel customer. What is needed
is individuality and a personally-enhanced, feel-good
atmosphere; however, successful implementation of such

customized service excellence is only possible if the
individual hotel leaders are equipped with almost-everyconceivable freedom. In particular, this approach needs
entrepreneurs who know the peculiarities/characteristics
of the local market inside out and can thus make
correspondingly-individualized management decisions
concerning marketing, sales and operational activities
based upon local market knowledge and understanding.
The key to success and the essential ingredient of the
Alpine Hospitality Industry is that the hotel leaders are not
managers but hosts. They must be dedicated to individual
customer service excellence; not to centrally-imposed
rules, procedures and regulations. The core hypothesis is
that the decentralized, customized management approach,
based upon local market knowledge by local managers
within independent hotels, is much more suitable and
thus successful in the Alpine hotel market than the
centralized, procedure-based approach of international
hotel chains where management decisions are made by
national managers at international Head Offices. Localized
independent management works more effectively than
centralized national management within the market
segment of the Alpine Hospitality Industry.
International hotel chains operate via Franchising,
Lease contracts and management contracts rather than
ownership; this leads to a loss of operational control and
problems of administrative bureaucracy within the large
organisation of hotel chains.
Larger hotel chains are much more likely, in practice,
to undertake Franchise agreements than smaller
independent hotels. Such Franchising contracts generate
even-more-centralized restrictions/regulations within larger
hotel chains and make the decision-making process even,
more remote from the hotel guest vis-à-vis the freedom of
decentralized decision-making within independent hotels,
whose owner managers therefore enjoy much-closer
customer contact.
Whilst Franchisers control the brand image, they do not
control the guest experience at individual properties where
the ultimate effect on future patronage/repeat business is
determined by the level of guest satisfaction.
Hotel chains basically must respect standards imposed
by their Head Offices and are always rigorously bound by
these centralized standards. These hotels are high-priced
with high mark-ups/profit margins because the parent
group/holding company pays for significant marketing
budgets, including intensive promotional budgets; the
resultant popularity needs no references. The hotel chains
impose their C.R.O. and C.R.S. systems in all their hotels,
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not only in the very big cities. The independent hotels are
free from such constraints.
We consistently see the centralized constraints imposed
upon the management process within Franchised hotel
chains; independent hotels enjoy the considerable
advantage of autonomy of management decisions,
dedicated to the concentration upon customer service
excellence. Therefore, the independent hotels enjoy a
strategic management advantage over the hotel chains.
The independent hotel sector survives on its ability to
be unique and professionally managed. While hotel
chain brands reflect the standard customer at large,
independents must seek to develop products that will link
them to a specific market niche with specialized consumer
demands. Such market niches can be secured through
unique location, level of extra service quality or product
offering that is tailored to specialized, target-marketsegment customers with specific expectations. Small
independent hotels can never compete with large hotel
chains for customers within large, standardized market
segments where the overriding consideration is low Prices;
they must compete within small, specialized market
segments where the predominant managerial objective is
personalized customer service.
Hotel chains do not establish real hosts. It is very
important, in our time of anonymity, that the hotel issues
a profile; moreover, it’s very important to have one with
which the guest can identify. It is a valued experience
to fulfil the wish of each and every guest to be greeted
directly by the General Manager. As a result of such direct
exchange of experiences, the General Manager also
gets to know most of the errors or defects in his hotel and
can respond appropriately and in a timely manner. Quick
decision-making, with no pressure of having to constantly
consult and create rapport with top management, is
one of the major advantages of a privately-run hotel.
Entrepreneurial freedoms are an imperative part of the
successful management of a holiday hotel in the Alpine
mountains.
What may work in London, Frankfurt and Paris is
sentenced to failure in Zermatt, Gstaad or the Engadine.
A potentially-decisive factor is that the Directors of
consolidated hotels sometimes create complicated
administrative tasks, such as reports and accountable
explanations for every decision and action, which
surcharge and overload the time of the General Manager.
Consequently, there is not enough time for the mostimportant mission, namely looking after the guests.
Moreover, in terms of decision-making authority, the hotel
chains/multinational companies make the lives of General
Managers in holiday hotel chains even, more difficult. It is

not the Head Office in a distant city which knows the local
conditions in detail; it is the General Manager of the local
independent hotel.
All Directors/General Managers of a vast variety of hotels
who were interviewed, whether former General Managers
of hotel chains in the Swiss mountains, whether hosts
of privately-run holiday hotels in the Alpine mountains,
whether owners of luxury homes in the mountains, whether
General Managers of luxury homes in cities or whether
Directors of seminar and event hotels, they are all agreed,
in principle, that for hotel chains, it is extremely difficult,
sometimes even hopeless, to survive and be economically
successful in the Alpine Hotel Industry.
It is fatal if the decision-making authority for locally-based
destinations, focussed upon local tourists, comes from a
distant executive committee; the numerous requirements
of the corporate headquarters are clearly restrictive.
All hotels are very successful when managed by longestablished General Managers who run their hotels with
great personal commitment.
Effective General Managers are good people persons.
They enjoy interacting with employees, guests and others.
These activities are a significant factor in their level of
job satisfaction. A General Manager is, arguably, the
single-most-important human variable affecting a hotel’s
short-term profitability. A hotel consists of both an ongoing
service business and a real estate asset. Some owners
may view the hotel primarily in terms of its business
success; others will focus on the asset value of the hotel
property/real estate.
Regular customers are patently the most-important guests
since they represent repeat business and because they do
not require any promotion, such as advertising. There is
nothing better in an hotelier’s life than when guests, upon
departure, already book the same room for the next stay;
the personal touch of the General Manager and friendly,
helpful staff are the key to bind guests to this service
operation.

Alpine resort hotels, first and foremost, thrive, prosper and
flourish within an atmosphere and ambiance generated
from the personal approach. An anonymous city hotel
has different guests from a proprietor-run family hotel in
the Alpine hotel market. Moreover, because of the longer
length of stay of the guests, the function of the host is
to create a personal relationship with the guests within
Alpine holiday hotels; that is an essential building-block to
success. Only because of the personal contact with guests
is it possible to know their desires and to respond to their
needs.
To successfully lead a hotel chain in the mountains with
both holiday and congress guests, you have to show a
willingness and dynamism to change the style of the hotel;
even, perhaps weekly. It is necessary to consider not only
the differences between the holiday and the conference
guest; there are also large seasonal variations between
guests. The executive committees of hotel chains have
still not noticed that it is much, more demanding to run an
Alpine resort hotel than a business hotel in the city.
A hotel is more than just a building with guest rooms.
Successful hotels are increasingly differentiated from their
unsuccessful counterparts by an emphasis on consumer
orientation and customer focus on service excellence
which means serving their guests. Clients return to
hotels they like for the same reasons they return to good
restaurants. These reasons include : personalized service;
high-quality products; fair Prices. When hoteliers make
decisions based on putting guests’ wants first, when they
make their guests’ expectations and perceived needs their
priority, their hotels are likely to do well.
Smaller independent hotels, free from the constraints of
centralized controls and impersonal decision-making,
are much more able to provide and concentrate upon
customer-responsive, market-driven, extra service quality
on behalf of their guests; the key to Long Run success.

The aforementioned processes and factors, which enable
and empower the success of an Alpine resort hotel are
often ignored or only barely recognized and incorporated
by large multinational corporations/hotel chains. The
appointment by a hotel chain of an anonymous General
Manager who has no relevant experience, neither to the
guests nor to the destination, is often the first step on the
road to failure.

Customer service takes place a moment-of-truth at a
time; every time the customer comes into contact with the
service provider/hotel. Independent hotels have muchgreater freedom to concentrate on supplying positive
moments-of-truth only, as a result of providing intensive
in-service training for their employees with its emphasis
upon encouragement, praise, positive feedback from the
owner managers for their front-line employees acting as
service people and successfully implementing this service
strategy; witness the competitive managerial advantage of
service-driven independent hotels.

The General Manager of hotel chains doesn’t get any time
to become familiar with the new environment and there is
already, in a short time, the successor in the starting-blocks.

General Managers of all Alpine holiday hotels must know
intimately and take into account the specific, specialized
wants/perceived needs/expectations/aspirations of the
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different clients/customers which are attracted to the
Alpine Hospitality Industry. Whilst all hotels everywhere
benefit from the value-added of being customer-driven
and service-orientated to deliver service improvements;
such service-focussed creation of the augmented product
(where customer expectations are exceeded) is absolutely
crucial and vital to the generation of repeat business
(regular customers returning and making positive referrals)
within Alpine holiday hotels. It is not an optional-extra to be
a service-minded customer champion within Alpine hotels;
total service commitment is absolutely fundamental to their
survival and success because their clients are even, more
demanding than those within city hotels.
General Managers of hotel chains, as non-owner-manager
controllers, are constrained by centralized controls,
regulations, restrictions and centrally-dictated policy
procedures imposed by their Head Offices; such obstacles
are not insurmountable by inspirational General Managers
but they do significantly represent a strategic, competitive
managerial disadvantage for hotel chains. General
Managers of independent hotels are not so hindered
by centralized directives/diktats; they enjoy managerial
independence de facto to employ whichever managerial
techniques and skills they may feel are necessary for the
generation of customer satisfaction.
General Managers of independent hotels are not
guaranteed success in the Alpine Hotel Industry; however,
their ability to make localized, decentralized decisions
based on close customer contact and their inherent
flexibility/adaptability to local market conditions do
significantly represent a strategic, competitive managerial
advantage for independent hotels.
Therefore, my theoretical studies and empirical research
(in terms of interviews with a significant sample of
General Managers in different types of Alpine hotels) all
reinforce, to a greater or lesser extent, the acceptance
and confirmation of the original hypothesis that the
decentralized, localized, customized management
approach inevitable within independent hotels is better
suited to the Alpine hotel market than the centralized,
policy-driven procedures inevitable within hotel chains.
Such personalized management styles, focussed upon
local knowledge of differentiated customer requirements,
are the hallmark and symbol of General Managers within
independent hotels and represent their Unique Selling
Proposition in the Alps. Finally, my original hypothesis was
formulated based upon my own personal experiences
within Alpine holiday hotels, both in hotel chains and in
independent hotels; I believe that my personal impressions
have been confirmed by this theoretical research and
especially by these practical investigations.
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Therefore, the relative decline of a long-standing,
European hotel chain, as reflected in its historicallyunprofitable Gstaad branch, due in no small measure to
the imposition of centralised controls and regulations upon
the management by its Head Office, in comparison with
the relative growth of the locally-managed independent
hotels, culminating in its take-over via Huus Gstaad, was
foreseen in the above thesis.
Huus Gstaad is to be managed by Mirka Czybik,
determined to incorporate the localized, personalized
management style and philosophy that she has so
successfully implemented at the Alpine Lodge Hotel;
unhindered by any centralized administration and thus free
from any centrally-imposed rules. She has a passionate
belief in the crucial importance of the personalized
approach required by the General Manager of Huus
Gstaad, opening December 2016.
Large firms sometimes manage their local branches as
Small Business Units in order to embrace the strategic,
competitive managerial advantages of small firms :
personalization; localization; close proximity to customer
needs; service orientation; individualization of customer
wants. Huus Gstaad will clearly embrace the same
positivity and strategic benefits under Mirka Czybik since
she advocated their virtuous-circle effect on profitability in
her Hotel School Thesis.
Gstaad is dominated by independently-managed hotels
whose owner managers’ priority is their commitment to
giving guests an unforgettable individual experience via
their emphasis on the traditional values of personalized
management and close customer contact. Within this
context, one would expect hotel distribution channels
within Switzerland in general and Gstaad in particular to
focus upon direct bookings via traditional intermediaries
at the expense of new hi-tech developments, such as
mobile booking channels, on-line booking agencies/
intermediaries, interface options via meta-search engines
etc.
However, although direct bookings are stronger within
the hotel sector in Switzerland than in the rest of Europe
with 63.7% of overnight bookings originating from direct
contact with potential clients (see figure I Market Shares
of Distribution Channels for Hotels within Switzerland,
2013 and figure II National, Proportionate Market Shares
of Direct Booking Channels for Hotels, 2013), both local
independent hotels and hotel chains within Switzerland
are responsive to technological developments within
hotel distribution channels : on-line intermediaries/online booking agencies account for 22.5% of overnight
bookings; mobile and on-line booking channels, electronic
requests, social media are all increasing significantly in

both absolute and relative terms (see figure III Distribution
Trends in the Swiss Hotel Sector, 2002 - 2013).
Moreover, the Gstaad Alpine Hotel Industry, even with
its predominance of locally-managed independent
hotels, is also sufficiently flexible and dynamic to exploit
technologically-new distribution channels (see figure IV
Gstaad Hotel Bookings through Different Distribution
Channels, 2014 – 2015). The traditional qualities of
customer-focussed, service-driven management of
owner managers within Gstaad hotels enhanced by their
willingness to embrace new technical advances within the
hotel sector underpins their continued success (see figure
V Total Sales Revenue from Tourism in the Saanenland
Region and figure VI Annual Number of Tourists Visiting
Saanenland).
The considerable success and dynamism of local,
decentralized independent hotels with their ownermanager controllers within the Swiss Alpine Hotel Industry
is a significant contributory factor to the continued success
of winter tourism in Switzerland (see figure VII Annual,
Winter Tourism Revenue in Switzerland) and indeed to
the vital importance of the Tourist Industry to Switzerland

both in relative terms (see figure VIII International
Tourism Receipts) as well as in absolute terms of Derived
Demand for Induced Investment with the resultant positive
effects upon employment, Taxation revenue and national
Economic Growth for the Swiss economy (see figure IX
Hotel and Restaurant Industry as a Significant Economic
Sector and Major Employer in Switzerland).
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Figure I
MARKET SHARES OF DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS FOR HOTELS WITHIN SWITZERLAND, 2013
Confidence
interval (bootstrap)

Market
Share
Direct - Phone
Direct - Mail / fax

20.6
2.2

18.9
1.8

22.3
2.6

Direct - Walk In (persons without reservation

5.9

5.0

6.7

Direct - Contact form on own website (without availabilty check
Direct - Email

6.4
21.2

5.1
19.7

7.6
22.7

Direct - real time booking over own website with availabilty check
Destination Marketing Organization (DMO) / trade associations

7.5

6.2

8.8

1.1

1.6

National Tourism Organization (NTO)

1.4
1.1

0.8

1.4

Tour operator / Travel agency
Hotel chains and cooperations with CRS

4.6
1.3

3.6
0.7

5.5
1.8

Wholesaler (e.g. Hotelbeds, Tourico, Gulliver, Transhotel, etc.)
Event and Congress organizer

2.7
1.5

1.7
1.1

3.7
2.0

Online Booking Agency (OTA)
Globale Distribution System (GDS)

19.4
2.8

22.5

17.7
1.9

21.1
3.7

Social Media Channels
other distribution channels

0.3
1.3

1.3

0.1
0.8

0.4
1.8

63.7

2.5

10.0

Source : Haute Ecole de Gestion et Tourisme, Valais.
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Figure II
NATIONAL, PROPORTIONATE MARKET SHARES OF DIRECT BOOKING CHANNELS FOR HOTELS, 2013
74.7
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Lithuania (4)
Europe (weighted)
Greece (266)
Luxembourg (39)
Croatia (26)
Latvia (33)
Portugal (30)
Italy (101)
Spain (153)
Turkey (52)
Estonia (19)
Cyprus (17)
Malta (7)

70.1
69.8
68.3
67.6

43.6

63.7
66.2
63.7
61.2
59.4
58.7
58.7
58.0
56.7
55.8
55.3
54.9
53.9
52.4
50.3
49.9
Note: direct contacts include
49.1

telephone; mail or fax;
walk-in; contact form on own
website; E-mail; real-time
booking over own website.

41.7

32.8
28.3
27.0
0
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Source : Haute Ecole de Gestion et Tourisme, Valais.

Figure III
DISTRIBUTION TRENDS IN THE SWISS HOTEL SECTOR, 2002 – 2013
2013 (n=279)
2012 (n=200)

Tourism partners (tour operators, DMO
national-local, event & conference
organizers, others)

2011 (n=196)
2010 (n=211)
2009 (n=198)
2008 (n=184)

Online booking (GDS, IDS/OTA, direct
booking on hotel website, hotel chains
with CRS, social media)

2006 (n=100)
2005 (n=94)
2002 (n=202)

Electronic request (e-mail, booking form)

Traditional distribution (telephone, fax,
letters, walk-ins, others)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Source : Haute Ecole de Gestion et Tourisme, Valais.
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Figure IV
GSTAAD HOTEL BOOKINGS THROUGH DIFFERENT DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS, 2014 - 2015
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Source : Gstaad Saanenland Tourismus.

Figure V
TOTAL SALES REVENUE FROM TOURISM IN THE SAANENLAND REGION
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Source : Gstaad Saanenland Tourismus.

Figure VI
ANNUAL NUMBER OF TOURISTS VISITING SAANENLAND
WINTER & SUMMER

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Hotel

337’692

313’060

302’971

323’166

351’577

351’811

Holiday appartments

568’189

568’943

569’365

569’846

561’452

592’093

98’162

101’573

91’201

99’995

102’697

76’497

1’004’043

983’576

963’538

993’007

1’015’727

1’020’401

Group accommodation / camping
TOTAL YEAR
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Figure VII
ANNUAL, WINTER TOURISM REVENUE IN SWITZERLAND
in CHF
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Source : Swiss Cableways S.C.W. facts and numbers in favour of Swiss
Cableways Industry, 2014; Laurent Vanat, season balance, 2013 – 2014.

Figure VIII
INTERNATIONAL TOURISM RECEIPTS
Rank

Country of destination

2013

2012

1

USA

173.1

161.2

2

Spain

62.6

58.2

3

France

56.7

53.7

4

Macao (China)

51.8

43.9

5

China

51.7

50.0

6

Italy

43.9

41.2

7

Thailand

42.1

33.8

8

Germany

41.2

38.1

9

United Kingdom

41.0

36.6

10

Hong Kong

38.9

33.1

18

Switzerland

16.9

16.1

Note: all figures are expressed in terms of USD billion.

Source : World Tourism Organization U.N.W.T.O.

Figure IX

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT INDUSTRY AS A SIGNIFICANT ECONOMIC SECTOR AND MAJOR EMPLOYER IN
SWITZERLAND
employees (2014)
209 920
8 676

trainees in basic vocational education and training (2013)

28 855

hotel and restaurant establishments (2012)

26 805

VAT-taxable hotel and restaurant establishments (2012)

28.2
932.5

billion francs of VAT-taxable annual turnover in catering business and hotels (2012)
million francs paid in VAT (after pre-tax deduction) (2012)
or

9.1

% of the overall net Federal Tax Administration (FTA) receivables (2012)
Source : GastroSuisse, Industry Report, 2015.
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Disclaimer: This document is for information and illustrative purposes only. It is not, and should not be regarded as investment
advice or as a recommendation regarding any particular security or course of action. In the event any of the assumptions used herein
do not prove to be true, results are likely to vary substantially. All investments entail risks. There is no guarantee that investment
strategies will achieve the desired results under all market conditions and each investor should evaluate its ability to invest for a long
term especially during periods of a market downturn. No representation is being made that any account, product, or strategy will or
is likely to achieve profits, losses, or results similar to those discussed, if any.
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